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Stalinist Ritual and Belief System: Reflections on ‘Political Religion’

Erik van Ree
University of Amsterdam, Netherlands

ABSTRACT
This article offers a critical assessment of the Political Religion Theory on the basis of a comparative analysis of the Orthodox and Stalinist belief systems and ritual. The theory works under the assumption that sacralisation of secular objects endows these objects with a transcendental, divine aura. This article argues that the theory fails properly to distinguish between the sacred on one hand and the transcendental and divine on the other. Heroic belief systems such as Stalinism do not deify their leaders, which is why they should not be classified as political religions. Also, the belief systems and rituals spawned by heroic, innerworldly sacralisation differ fundamentally from those emerging in a religious context. The Stalinist leader cult spawned loyalty rituals rather than the kind of rituals of communion that are at the heart of Orthodoxy. Stalinist ideology represented a faith-evidence hybrid rather than a purely faith-based system.

The so-called ‘political religion’ theory (PRT) traces its origins to the interbellum, most importantly to Erich Voegelin’s 1938 Die Politischen Religionen. The theory holds that ideologies like fascism, Nazism and Stalinism functioned like religions. The thesis has a strong surface plausibility. Fascist and communist utopias were deficient in terms of empirical evidence and had to be accepted on faith, which faith was moreover highly dogmatised. These movements generated a sense of devotion and sacrifice reminiscent of religious zeal. The ritualisation of the political process and leader cults completed the striking similarity with the veneration of the divine.

The PRT enjoys considerable popularity. For some time now, Emilio Gentile, Michael Burleigh, Roger Griffin, Stanley Payne, Klaus Vondung and other scholars have been engaging in efforts to breathe new life into it. The theory has attracted more followers among...
students of Italian fascism and national socialism than in the field of Stalin studies, though. At present, the theory is not held in particularly high regard among students of Stalinism.\(^3\) Even so, there was a time when it was common enough to explore the bolshevik phenomenon from a religious angle. The accent in such older works mostly lay more on bolshevism as messianic faith on one hand, and religion on the other.\(^6\) A small number of scholars even find use for political religion as a master concept.\(^7\)


The PRT claims that the surface similarities between religions and secular leader cults reflect a likeness at the core of these systems. It is assumed that under the surface of ritual and belief the same process is going on: *sacralisation*, which is the theory’s key concept. It is regarded as being of secondary importance to what is being sacralised – as long as something is. Even if it concerns a secular entity such as state, party, nation, race, class or leader, the dynamic of sacralisation guarantees that essentially the same ‘religious’ universe of devotion, belief, cult and ritual will be generated.8

It is the great merit of the PRT to have pointed out that secular leader cults share the sacralising impulse that characterises religions. But it will be argued in what follows that the theory fails to subject its own key concept of sacralisation to sufficiently critical examination. The theory takes insufficiently into account that the sacralising process has its modalities: secular philosophies do not allow sacralisation to develop to the point of ‘deifying’ the sacralised objects. This is the main reason why it is inappropriate to classify secular cults as political religions.

My argument combines an overall critique of the PRT, centring on what I regard as its flawed handling of the concept of sacralisation, with a single case study to flesh out the point. The first section of the article discusses some of the basic assumptions about sacralisation made by the PRT. Then follows a comparison between Stalinism and Russian Orthodoxy, the dominant religion before the Bolsheviks seized power.

My point is not merely to show that Stalinism differed in many ways from Orthodoxy. The fact that Stalin did not copy and paste Orthodox practices is hardly a spectacular conclusion. What I hope to show is that Stalinism, in its ritual practices as well as in its belief system, differed so fundamentally from Orthodoxy that it serves no good purpose to treat it as a variety of the religious phenomenon. Stalinist ritual practice lacked the transcendental dimension, and its belief system remained for an important part evidence-based. These differences can be attributed to the fact that Stalinist sacralisation did not involve deification of the revered object.

I realise, of course, that the case against the PRT cannot be made conclusively at the hand of one case study. Bringing in Mussolini’s fascism against the background of Roman Catholic theology would surely have somewhat nuanced the conclusions. Mao, Adolf Hitler, the bizarre Kim dynasty, or a comparative analysis of Theravada Buddhism and Pol Pot, would have further complicated things. Religions that originated in India and China nurture conceptions of the transcendental, divine principle and of the human predicament quite distinct from those dominating the West-Asian monotheistic religions. All the same, the general discussion of sacralisation and deification presented here is not specifically attuned to Stalinism. It will hopefully serve to illustrate some of the fatal weaknesses in the PRT.

**The Sacred, the Divine and the Heroic**

What political-religion theorists are most eager to spell out, the point they regard as their own most significant analytical contribution, is that it is not the privilege of gods and

---

8This key idea has been expounded most systematically by Gentile, *Sacralization*, op. cit., pp. ix, 153–158; *Politics*, op. cit., ‘Introduction’.
transcendental powers and forces to be made subject to sacralisation. As the argument goes, political concepts, collectives and leaders may just as well be crowned with a sacred aura. The next crucial step in the argumentation is that the sacralisation of such secular objects amounts to their being invested with something close to a divine aura. That is, of course, why the term ‘political religion’ is used in the first place.

It seems to me that this argumentation suffers from conceptual confusion. It bears observing, first of all, that the process of deifying secular objects is not specifically tied to modern secular ideologies, but is as old as religion itself. It has been happening all the time, long before any of the supposedly political religions arrived on the scene.

Most ironically, investing secular objects with the divine happens much more routinely and more often in ‘real’ religions than in the so-called ‘political’ ones. The rock charged with the impersonal divine force described in Durkheim’s classic study of religion is just such a deified secular object made available for religious veneration. The greatest ‘secular religion’ of all is Christianity. It belongs to the core business of this faith to imbue secular objects, people, with a divine dimension, the first and most spectacular example being Jesus of Nazareth. He was followed by the long line of saints, human beings shot up with an unusually large dose of the divine Holy Spirit.

For the idea of ‘political religion’ to make sense, political leaders would have to be made subject to deification, the very process to be observed in Christianity and some other religions. If, for example, the North Korean communists were metaphysically serious when they reconfirmed the deceased Kim Il Sung as their president – then and only then the concept of ‘political religion’ would begin to be helpful.10

The question is not only whether the object that is being sacralised belongs to this world or to the transcendental sphere. Not only what is being sacralised matters, but also what sacralisation in each case is supposed to mean.

The fundamental flaw of the PRT lies in not clearly distinguishing the sacred from the secular. In my ‘substantive’ definition, religion refers to a system of beliefs and rituals centring on the transcendental or the supernatural. Religion overlaps with the sacred but is not identical with it: whereas the religious is always sacred, the opposite thesis does not hold. Sacralisation means for something to be set apart as an elevated, untouchable category

---


10Claus-Ekkehard Bärsch argues that national socialism was a political religion precisely because it included God: Die politische Religion des Nationalsozialismus. Die religiösen Dimensionen der NS-Ideologie in den Schriften von Dietrich Eckart, Joseph Goebbels, Alfred Rosenberg und Adolf Hitler. 2., vollst. überarb. Aufl. (München: Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 2002). Deification of the ruler in ancient Egypt and in the Roman Empire would represent instances of genuine political religion. Yet, in the latter case, only in the Eastern provinces emperors were deified during their lifetimes. And even there they were mostly not prayed or sacrificed to. See S.R.F. Price, Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984); Mary Beard, John North and Simon Price, Religions of Rome, vol. 1, A History (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998); Valerie M. Warrior, Roman Religion (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006); James B. Rives, Religion in the Roman Empire (Malden: Blackwell, 2007). Assigning divine attributes to living people was always a difficult option.

and to be turned into an object of veneration. In 1912 Émile Durkheim classically defined the sacred as ‘things set apart and forbidden’.\textsuperscript{12} The sacred represents the extraordinary, a sphere removed from ‘profane’ ordinary life. Removed from ordinary circulation and critique, it is made inviolable. In his Das Heilige, originally published in 1917, Rudolf Otto explores the range of emotions that the sacred instils, a sense of awe that is expressed both in fear of the ominous and in a fascination with majesty and the mysterious.\textsuperscript{13}

Mircea Eliade as well as Durkheim and Otto tend to identify the sacred with the transcendental, a supernatural or divine force or entity not seldom manifesting itself in this-worldly objects.\textsuperscript{14} But sacralisation does not necessarily entail transcendental investment. To be sure, imbuing a secular object with transcendental qualities represents the most thorough way for it to be set ‘apart’ from the rest of the world. But it is not the only way. The sacred can refer to any mysterious or awesome power “sticking out” from the normal routines of everyday life.\textsuperscript{15} In Edward Shils’s interpretation, political centres become subject to sacralisation and are fitted out with awesome, extraordinary qualities, without necessarily becoming endowed with a divine or transcendental dimension.\textsuperscript{16} In the scenario of ‘innerworldly sacralisation’ a secular object is being invested with extraordinary qualities that are however not associated with the supernatural. The object is being redefined as an elevated category, while all the time remaining within the natural order of things rather than to be soaring above it.

Stalinism represents the near perfect projection of a sacred that is never charged with the transcendental. Stalin and the other Bolshevik leaders did everything in their power to elevate themselves above the everyday and to fit themselves out with a sacred aura. They radiated majesty and inspired awe in full measure. Stalin almost defined himself and his comrades as a breed set apart and out of the ordinary. Revealingly, more or less the first thing he said at his 26 January 1924 Lenin memorial speech was: ‘We, communists, are people of a special mould. We are cut out of special material.’\textsuperscript{17}

But, if we define deification as the partaking of an object in a transcendental dimension and the attribution of supernatural attributes to it, Stalin was never turned into a god. To be sure, the claim that he and his deceased predecessor were assigned such attributes and that they were made subject to some sort of deification or semi- or quasi-deification is widely made in the literature.\textsuperscript{18} But it is crucial for my argument that the powers Stalin was believed to possess, though unique and extraordinary, never overstepped the human range.

\textsuperscript{12} Durkheim, op. cit., p. 44.
\textsuperscript{14} Mircea Eliade, Das Heilige und das Profane. Vom Wesen des Religiösen (Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1957).
\textsuperscript{16} Edward Shils, Center and Periphery: Essays in Macrosociology (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1975), chs 7, 8, 9, 15. See also Sally F. Moore and Barbara G. Myerhoff, ‘Introduction: Secular Ritual: Forms and Meanings’ in Sally F. Moore and Barbara G. Myerhoff (eds) Secular Ritual (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1977), pp. 3–4. For Harald Wydra the sacred is a phenomenon of transcendance, triggered by threshold experiences, but it comes in many varieties. These varieties have in common that they are about extraordinary, higher meaning and that which provokes awe; the sacred need not per se be otherworldly, though: Politics and the Sacred (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), e.g. 43, 226.
\textsuperscript{17} I.V. Stalin, Sochinenia, vol. 6, 1924 (Moscow: OGIZ, Gosudarstvennoe izdatel’stvo politicheskoi literatury, 1947), p. 46. Volumes 1–13 were published in Moscow in 1946–1951. Volumes 14–18 were published by various publishing houses in Tver’ and Moscow between 2004 and 2011. Volumes 1[xiv]–3[xvi] were published by the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution, and Peace (Stanford) in 1967. All of these volumes will be referred to hereinafter as Sochinenia (Works).
Stalin was pictured as a man of extraordinary genius. He was assigned outstandingly superior knowledge in more fields than any person could reasonably oversee; but this should not allow us to lose sight of the fact that the capabilities assigned to him remained within the range of the natural. The Soviet leader surely promoted his own cult of excessive proportions, but it would have made him furious had his followers overstepped the line by portraying him – ridiculously – as omniscient, omnipotent or omnipresent. Except in poetry and in paens obviously meant to be read metaphorically, Stalin was not fitted out with any truly miraculous powers. He couldn’t make the trees weep, nor could he make the sun stand still, and nobody, Stalin himself least of all, for a moment doubted that poison and bullets could kill him. The Great Leader, Teacher of Genius, Victorious Generalissimo, Coryphaeus of Science, and Hero of History fell short of the supernatural dimension. Briefly, Stalin was just not deified.

The PRT does not adequately deal with this problem of the sacred and the divine. Gentile essentially ignores it, suggesting as he does that sacralisation tends to shade off into deification. Other scholars, in contrast, acknowledge that the sacralisation exhibited by political religions lacked the divine, transcendental dimension. But these authors do not answer the tough question which then arises, i.e. of why call a movement a political religion if it sacralises yet does not deify the objects it reveres.

The main point I want to make here is that the sacred comes in two tastes. Deification of secular objects, of which Jesus is the classical case, is only the most extreme variety. There is also the innerworldly option, classically applying in the case of Joseph Stalin, when the secular object is being promoted to the extraordinary, untouchable category of the revered, but all the same remains within the secular sphere. The term that best captures the innerworldly option is heroisation. Heroisation is a fundamentally more modest proposition than deification. However excessively heroes such as Stalin are being adulated, they are still adulated as human beings. Even the most venerated secular hero remains locked in the same natural order his or her followers inhabit.
Orthodox Ritual: Communion

That the Leader was regarded as a mere exalted human being, a hero not god, significantly impacted on the kind of rituals that emerged to venerate him. Secular leader cults generate rituals that differ importantly from those spawned by religious ideologies.

Ritual is a specific form of behaviour. One possible definition is ‘repetitious and stylized symbolic bodily actions’. Its diversity is potentially endless. Religious rituals such as prayer and sacrifice are characterised by their interactive quality. The believers are under the impression that they are actually accessing the divine, contacting it and achieving supernatural communion with the transcendental sphere. Catherine Bell classifies such rituals as ‘rites of exchange and communion’. Importantly, communion thus defined does not refer to the idea of a community of believers, but to the human-divine interaction itself. The communion we are dealing with here concerns the supposed direct tie between the god and the believer, even if he or she were a mere individual.

Both Orthodox private prayer and public, community worship (the liturgy) belong in this category of ritual communion. A whole complex of rituals of communion, the sacraments, allow the individual believer to receive the Holy Spirit, which is being magically conveyed through material objects that are brought into play by the priest.

Orthodoxy’s exclusive focus on God is illustrated by the yearly festivals, which mostly commemorate events in the life of God’s earthly incarnation. The main occasion, Easter, commemorates the resurrection. The other 12 great feasts either commemorate other events in Christ’s earthly life or, a minority, events in the life of his mother. The festival of Pentecost commemorates the descent of the Holy Spirit onto the apostles.

Stalinist Ritual: Loyalty

Stalin never obtained the centrality in Soviet rituals that God had in the Orthodox ones. A quick glance at the revolutionary calendar of Soviet state holidays, which can be regarded as the counterpart of the Orthodox festivals, is revealing.

As we saw, Orthodox festivals mostly commemorate events in the life of Jesus. Stalin-era Soviet festivals, with only a single exception (Lenin’s dying day), did not commemorate events from the life of the leader. The main Soviet holidays celebrated the October Revolution, 1 May and 21 January (the day Lenin passed away). Other important festivities included Victory Day, Constitution Day, International Women’s Day, Red Army Day, the Day of the Bolshevik Press, the Day of Physical Culturalists, and a...
series of days celebrating particular branches of the armed forces such as the Day of the Tank Forces, Navy Day and Air Force Day.\textsuperscript{27}

One cannot help to be struck by the great contrast. Whereas Orthodox festivals straightforwardly represented ritual worship of God, the Bolshevik festivals were \textit{not} dedicated to the celebration of their supposedly ‘deified’ leader. The deceased Lenin was fortunate to have at least one festival specifically dedicated to him, but Stalin did not even have that. Only party and state leaders’ round-number birthdays were publicly celebrated, in Stalin’s case his 1929, 1939 and 1949 birthdays.\textsuperscript{28} The latter occasion was celebrated with magnificent pomp, but the Stalin birthdays never became official holidays. The leader’s birthday was not included in the revolutionary calendar of festivals – let alone other noteworthy events from his life. Let me add for good measure that, if Stalin was not ‘deified’, neither were the collective objects such as the working class or the party that received heroic honours at the yearly festivals.

Soviet festivals would mostly begin on the evening before with a festive meeting for a selected audience. Highlights would be high officials’ political speeches. At the actual festival day, there would be a parade of Red Army units, to be followed by a demonstration of representatives of various organisations and selected sections of the population. The party and state leaders inspecting the parades and demonstrations would be standing on a rostrum. In Moscow, the very highest leaders of the country would stand on top of the Lenin Mausoleum. In other cities, local leaders would have the honour of elevating themselves. For the rest of the day, and sometimes for another day, the population would be treated to all kinds of merrymaking. Many of the smaller festivals confined themselves to meetings and omitted the demonstrations and parades.\textsuperscript{29}

The festivals symbolically celebrated the community in its various segments and qualities. In Karen Petrone’s fortunate expression, the marching masses were ‘Parading the nation’.\textsuperscript{30} The parades and demonstrations also provided the opportunity to pay allegiance and homage to the leaders.\textsuperscript{31} They represented a platform for what can be called ‘loyalty rituals’. The leaders literally set themselves apart, elevated above the masses, to create a separate category of the revered. The heroes received oaths of allegiance, and were saluted by the troops. Marchers waved their hands and shouted laudations. Not unlike Orthodox processions carrying banners with portraits of the saints, the marchers carried along portraits of the leaders.\textsuperscript{32}

Mass meetings were the other main site of Stalinist loyalty rituals. These rituals included the thunderous ovations Stalin received each time he appeared on a podium.


\textsuperscript{29}For the format of the Soviet mass festival: Rolf, \textit{Massenfest}, op. cit., pp. 120–134. See also: Binns, op. cit., pp. 597–598; Lane, op. cit., pp. 156–158; Glebkin, op. cit., pp. 98–99; Petrone, op. cit., p. 15; Gill, op. cit., pp. 135–140; Yekelchyk, op. cit., ch. 2.

\textsuperscript{30}Petrone, op. cit., p. 23.

\textsuperscript{31}See Petrone, op. cit., p. 23; Rolf, \textit{Massenfest}, op. cit., p. 156.

\textsuperscript{32}See Lane, op. cit., p. 156; Rolf, ‘The Leader’s’, op. cit., p. 199; Binns, op. cit., pp. 598–601.
or even when his name was only mentioned; his and his close comrades’ being elected to ‘honorary presidia’ in meetings where they were not even present; and the collective letters and salutations routinely sent to Stalin by meetings and conferences in praise of him and to pledge loyalty and fulfilment of duty. As the years went by, loyalty to the heroic leader was ever more frequently couched in the paternalistic terms of ‘gratitude’. Workers’ meetings sent ‘letters of gratitude’ to thank Stalin for the gifts he supposedly showered them with. As their return gift to him, they would commit themselves to over-fulfil production plans. Soviet elections functioned as another nation-wide Stalin loyalty ritual. As participants identified with the heroic leaders, such rituals often would have triggered powerful rapturous emotions, but the participants would never have been under the impression that they were mystically accessing their objects of adoration, as in religious rituals of communion.

Loyalty was also massively displayed through the ubiquitous posting of Stalin’s images on public buildings and in private homes, in journals and newspapers, in the theatre and in the cinema. But it was not the posting of Stalin’s portraits as such but solemn acts performed in front of these portraits that would have created a ritual. Such performances were however never staged. The absence of the supernatural dimension made it impossible for rituals of communion to be performed with any degree of credibility.

It is not uncommon to compare images of Stalin and other Soviet leaders with icons. But unlike icons these images were not regarded as devices to address the one being portrayed or to encourage him or her to miraculous intervention. Stalin was therefore not prayed or sacrificed to, no incense was burnt, people were not supposed to fold their hands or to bow before his image. There was no Stalinist liturgy, nothing that even remotely resembled the great Orthodox ritual. And without this type of devotional rituals there was no need for buildings specifically designed for the purpose of staging them: there were no Stalinist churches or temples.

35 See Yekelchyk, op. cit., ch. 6.
37 See for example Bonnell, op. cit., pp. 3–4, 258.
38 Reinhard Löhmann notes that the Stalin cult mainly was expressed in verbal forms and images. More ‘traditional forms of cult’, such as crossing oneself, were observed only on the part of peasants: Der Stalinmythos. Studien zur Sozialgeschichte des Personenkultes in der Sowjetunion (1929–1935) (Münster: Lit, 1988), p. 10. When, occasionally, people did pray to the portrait, this was officially disapproved of: see Davies, Popular Opinion, op. cit., p. 163. Plamper (Stalin Cult, op. cit., p. xvi) suggests that some people experienced Stalin images as performative. That, however, was never the officially approved view.
39 Roman Redlikh argues that, without transcendentalism, Stalinist cult ritual inevitably remained exceedingly thin. There were no real, full-blooded rituals comparable to Orthodox prayer and liturgy, and no churches either. Redlikh insists: ‘The communist pseudo-religion was essentially no more than dogmatics’: Stalinshchina kak dukhovnyi fenomen. (Ocherki bol’shevizmovedeniya, book 1) (Frankfurt M: Posev, 1971), p. 44.
The same goes for the way Lenin’s image was handled. The deceased leader’s image was put on display in the ‘Lenin Corners’ located in public buildings and enterprises. But even if these corners were modelled after the places were icons were kept, one was not supposed to perform any kind of ritual acts in front of the image. The atmosphere need not even be solemn: Lenin Corners might have accordions and tables to play games. People might have had their lunch or even have taken a nap in these spaces. Even the greatest Stalinist image of all – the mummy – did not spawn ritual activity: one was merely supposed to walk past it in respectful silence. The Lenin mausoleum, whose inhabitant could not be aroused to perform miracles, had no cult attached to it.

The Stalinists did not reproduce sacramentalism either. After the Civil War, the Soviet authorities introduced new private ceremonies: ‘red baptisms’, ‘red weddings’ and ‘red funerals’. But such ceremonies had withered away by the early 1930s, to be restored only after Stalin’s death. The heart of these rituals was made up by speeches of Soviet officials. Material objects held sacred – a red flag or a red kerchief, a party book or a Lenin bust – would have been present, but it would have been considered superstitious to provide them with magical agency. Thus, the element of magical communion was not redefined but cut.

**Faith-Evidence Hybrid**

The other important characteristic Stalinism supposedly shared with religions is that it rested on faith not facts. Stalinist philosophy supposedly mirrored religious mythology and dogma in offering a closed, coherent belief system explaining the whole world and in being unverifiable and unsubstantiated by scientific testing. The leader demanded no less than blind faith from his followers, who were forbidden to check against the available evidence what he told them to believe. Stalin’s formulas were no more allowed to be subjected to critique than the unassailable dogmas of the Orthodox church. Even without God, Stalinism is therefore supposed to have been a belief system of the religious type. I hope to show that, for all their *prima facie* plausibility, these conclusions once again do not hold up to scrutiny.

Does heroic utopianism depend on the impulses of faith and hope, much like religions do? In some fundamental respects: yes. The Marxist project of the Kingdom of Labour is only slightly less fantastic than its Christian counterpart of the Kingdom of God. Communism foresees a giant leap to a fundamentally renewed, aggrandised human condition. Except for the frailness of our bodies and our mortality, human misery – exploitation,
oppression and alienation – will come to an end. Marx and Engels offered scientific arguments to substantiate this incredible dream, but these were never realistically convincing. Contrary to their own claims, they were in fact peddling a purely utopian project of salvation resting on hope rather than on testable evidence.

But this is not the whole story. Heroic ideologies conceptualise the question of agency very differently from their religious counterparts. In the case of the Kingdom of God, agency is completely concentrated in the hands of its founder, the divine agent. This Kingdom will not be built by human hands. In contrast, the establishment of the heroic-utopian order is not made dependent on God’s or any other supernatural intervention but solely on humanity’s own efforts.

And that changes everything. Innerworldly, heroic belief systems are best to be conceptualised as faith-evidence hybrids. Whereas the communist utopian goal was a faith-driven fantasy, the process of constructing the new order was not. The new society was being built in the real world, with human hands, and there was nothing otherworldly about these constructive efforts. Heroic belief systems cannot survive on a diet of faith alone. Evidence-based knowledge, science, must be brought into the equation in large doses. The very survival of the revolutionary state depends on it. If they would have allowed themselves to drift off into a fairyland of fantasies, the Bolsheviks wouldn’t have lasted more than a few months.

Soviet communist construction required reliable knowledge, to be tested against available evidence on a daily basis. Constructing the communist society was a production process, involving economic development and technological modernisation. Difficult and very this-worldly decisions regarding the tempo of communist reform had to be taken, so as to drive society into the right direction without however precipitating an economic or social meltdown. Sustaining the new society also required a reliable body of

---

47 For a Marxist take on the principle of utopian hope, see Ernst Bloch, Das Prinzip Hoffnung, 5 vols (Frankfurt M: Suhrkamp, 1959).
48 Compare Haflin’s (op. cit., ch. 1) argument concerning the agency problem in religions and secular ideologies.
49 In Jeffrey Brooks’s (op. cit.) interpretation, the Stalinists cast the leader in the role of sole creator of socialism, in whose hands all agency was concentrated. Socialism was Stalin’s ‘gift’. He provided the people with all its many benefits, from a happy childhood to the 1936 Constitution and the victory in the Great Patriotic War. Goods and services were framed as benefits received from Stalin. See also Brooks, ‘Stalin’s Politics of Obligation’, Totalitarian Movements and Political Religions, 4:1 (2003), pp. 47–68. However, the idea of socialism as Stalin’s ‘gift’ remained embedded in a wider discourse that left the agency of the population largely intact. Even when he was glorified as the ‘creator’ of socialism, Stalin was never absurdly thanked for pulling it off single-handedly, but rather for his role as leader and organiser, a formulation that presupposes a collective effort. Also, Stalin shared the honour of being thanked with agencies such as the Soviet state, the Russian people, the Motherland, the communist party, and the Red Army, all embodying the collective effort. Neither was it – superfluous to say! – left in doubt that the workers not Stalin produced the goods and services distributed by him. Altogether, the Stalinist propagandists were not seriously claiming that socialism was Stalin’s personal creation.
50 Roman Redlikh (op. cit., pp. 25–29) observed that without the supernatural dimension bolshevism cannot properly be regarded as a religion. In Redlikh’s conceptualisation, utopian bolshevism was ‘faith-like [verooobrazen]’, but insofar as the realisation of the utopia was regarded as a matter of scientific procedure, it was ‘science-like [naukoobrazen]’. Stephen Kotkin argues that Marxism was not a ‘booby religion’ and that both its scientific and utopian aspects must be taken seriously. Magnetic Mountain: Stalinism as a Civilization (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995), pp. 6–8. For the scientific element in Stalin’s Marxism see also Thrower, op. cit., p. 123; Ethan Pollock, Stalin and the Soviet Science Wars (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006), pp. 2–3. For a discussion of the tension between ‘religious’ and scientific elements in Stalinism: David Priestland, ‘Stalin as Bolshevik Romantic: Ideology and Mobilisation, 1917–1939’ in Davies and Harris, Stalin: A New History, op. cit., pp. 198–200. Compare Eatwell (op. cit., pp. 159, 161) about the scientific and faith elements in Nazism.
management techniques to win the hearts and minds of the population and to police and terrorise them into submission if necessary.

These are precisely the terms in which the Soviet leaders understood their own predicament. In 1949, Stalin was supervising the creation of a new textbook of political economy. What was so important about this project that it merited the top leader’s involvement? This is what he told a high official at the party Central Committee’s Propaganda and Agitation Directorate, Dmitrii Shepilov, in the latter’s rendering:

Communism doesn’t spring like Aphrodite from the sea foam. And no one is going to bring it to us on a platter. We must build it ourselves […] How? On a scientific basis. To do that, our people have to have a thorough grasp of economic theory, economic laws. If they do, we’ll solve all our problems. If they don’t, we’re finished, we’ll never achieve communism.

Without ‘educated Marxists to manage the economy intelligently and on a scientific basis’, the leader continued, the communists would fail in the ‘great battle for a new life’ – ‘and then death’.51

Heroic utopianism can be regarded as a vast project of social engineering. ‘Scientific’ theory was tied in the straightjacket of an activist agenda. Stalin always emphasised that theory did not exist for its own sake, but for practical purposes. In his favourite expression, it was ‘no dogma but a guide to action’.52 In another expression much used by the Soviet leader, theory served to provide practice with an ‘orientation [orientirovka]’.53 In a 1 October 1938 speech he informed party propagandists that ‘theory’ served to help the Marxist-Leninists in organising and mobilising people and in directing the process of transforming the old society into the new.54

The master goal of heroic utopianism spawned a very peculiar idea of what scientific laws were. In Robert Tucker’s words, laws of science meant for Stalin something like ‘formulas by which reality could be transformed and remolded’.55 When he discussed what he regarded as the ‘objective laws’ of nature and society, the Soviet leader seems to have had something like ‘best practices’ in mind, rules of social and technological engineering.56

Stalinist ‘theory’ resembled a set of guidelines, an ensemble of policy formulas, for example ‘socialism in one country’, the ‘intensification of the class struggle’, ‘the preservation of the state under socialism’, ‘socialist realism’, and ‘national in form, socialist in content’. These policy formulas were realistic enough. There was nothing faith-like about them. From Stalin’s perspective, they were meant to foster economic growth and social stability, to root out and destroy the enemy, as well as to deliver progress in the direction of the communist society.


52See for example: ‘O sotsial-demokraticheskom uklone v nashei partii’ (1 November 1926), Sochineniia, vol. 8, p. 249; ‘Zakluchitel’noe slovo po dokladu’ (3 November 1926), ibid., p. 298.


56In 1952 Stalin argued that the objective ‘laws of nature and society’ could be dominated and tamed, to be made useful for the project at hand. Conversely, these supposedly ‘objective’ laws could be violated, but only at a cost: violating them would lead to failure of the project at hand: ‘Ekonomicheskii problemy sotsializma v SSSR’ (1952), Sochineniia, vol. 16.2, pp. 482–485.
If, however, certain guidelines would result in instability and stagnation, or in capitalist retrogression, they would have to be discarded and replaced with better ones. New times required adaptation of theory, the formulation of new formulas. This is why, in Stalin’s mind, his formulas deserved to be called scientific: they were verifiable in terms of policy successes and failures. Theory, Stalin explained in the 1 October 1938 speech referred to above, has an evidential basis. It develops ‘in the laboratory, or in the practice among the masses. People too are a laboratory.’ It is the test of practical experience that ‘signalizes that there’s something wrong with a particular theory’.

Obviously, Marxist-Leninist science was far removed from what is ordinarily regarded as valid scientific procedure. It was, really, a caricature of science. But it was even further removed from the religious format. In the Orthodox church, the doctrinal definitions of the Ecumenical Councils are regarded as unchangeable and infallible. Dogmas will be subjected to rational exposition, but they cannot be tested against facts. At the most fundamental level they are regarded as mysteries, which cannot be approached but through faith. This approach to ideological tenets would have made Stalin recoil in horror. Marxism-Leninism, in its own way, remained importantly evidence-based. To avoid collapse of the project it had to be.

Marxist Religion?

These conclusions seem to be undermined, though, by Stalin himself: we have it from the horse’s mouth that Marxism was a religion! On 23 December 1946 the dictator met with a number of Soviet ideological officials who were involved in producing his and Lenin’s biographies. In the course of the conversation the leader expressed his displeasure with one of his interlocutors, Georgii Aleksandrov, who had recently authored a history of West-European philosophy. Stalin observed that there was a fundamental difference between scholars like Lenin, i.e. political leaders with a mass following, and elitist philosophers who were basically writing only for themselves.

Marxism is the religion of a class. If you want to get involved with Marxism, you can’t avoid involvement with classes, with the mass … We are Leninists. What we write for ourselves will surely be for the people. For them it is a creed [simvol very]!

In Stalin’s understanding, Marxism served as ‘the doctrine of the proletarian masses, their banner. The proletarians of the world honour it and “worship [prekloniautsi]” it.’

Scattered through his writings and speeches, we see the former seminarian Joseph Stalin boosting Marxist communism with a religious charge. In 1920 he paraphrased Luther to declare that the world’s proletarians and peasants were assisted by ‘the god of history’.


58 Maslov, op cit., p. 18.

59 See Ware, op. cit., pp. 28, 205, 209–210, 252, 256–258.


61 ‘Tri goda proletarskoi diktatury’ (6 November 1920), Sochinenia, vol.4, p. 393.
In a 27 March 1925 speech he indicated that the Bolsheviks needed always to be prepared for the revolution, which might come as unexpectedly as the Kingdom of God.62 At the occasion of his (alleged) 50th birthday on 21 December 1929 he implicitly compared the Communist Party, ‘the great party of the working class that gave birth to me and educated me in its own image’, to God.63 In his 1 October 1938 speech Stalin called the Communist Manifesto the ‘Song of Songs of Marxism’.64

By no means must Stalin’s references to Marxism as a religion be interpreted as mere figures of speech. They deserve to be taken quite seriously. The leader sensed that the masses were bound to appreciate Marxism as an instrument of salvation. In 1923 he wrote that, just like Christianity had served the slaves of the Roman Empire as their ‘sheet-anchor [iaakorem spaseniia]’, socialism now served the oppressed nations of the world as ‘manner of liberation’.65 In his 1924 memorial speech to Lenin, he observed that communism was an instrument of ‘deliverance [izbavlenie]’, to add that the toilers would find the ‘Kingdom of Labour’ not in heaven but on earth and ‘with their own efforts’.66 Lenin’s grave would serve as a place of ‘pilgrimage’ for the workers of the world.67

This was Stalin’s dilemma: he thought of himself as chief executive of a project that rested on solid scientific foundations, but he was afraid the common people were unable to grasp the intricacies of the Marxist science. The dictator nurtured a remarkably low view of the intellectual capabilities of the masses. In April 1934 he informed Comintern official Georgii Dimitrov that the masses had the ‘psychology of the herd’. When they lose trust in their leaders, he observed, ‘they feel powerless and as though lost’.68 This view remained with him. Early in 1950 he was overheard to compare the common people with sheep: ‘they would follow the leading ram wherever he might go.’69

If the common masses were incapable of understanding Marxist science, Stalin concluded, it had to be offered to them in the more accessible form of an object of devotion, something to worship. Stalin was not sleepwalking into this paternalistic approach. He knew what he was doing. In May 1935, Maria Svanidze, sister-in-law of Stalin’s first wife, recorded in her diary how her famous relative had lectured her about the ‘fetishism of popular psychology’. He had explained that the people needed a tsar, to be defined as ‘a person they can worship and in whose name they can live and work’.70 In his 8 January 1937 discussion with the German writer, Lion Feuchtwanger, Stalin repeated that, due
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to their ‘lack of culturedness’, the masses attributed the achievements of socialism not to the collective effort but to his person, in whom they recognised a ‘unifying [sobiratel’noe] concept’.

The key to Stalin’s 1946 statement lies in the fact that Marxism was the religion of a class; the proletarian masses would worship it; for them it was a creed. The Soviet leader did not for a moment believe that Marxism, a doctrine resting on a solid ‘scientific basis’, was a religion. His point was that this is how the masses experienced it. Marxism had to be made to look like a religion because that was the only language the uneducated understood. Marxist ‘religion’ was, in other words, mass psychology, a device to mobilise those of limited comprehension.

Stalin had a considerably higher regard of the mental facilities of the elite of Marxist cadres, but that is not to say that he left them in peace. On the contrary, as he consolidated his dictatorship, he subjected them to an ever stricter regime. During the factional struggle of the 1920s, the Soviet leader became increasingly intolerant of diverging opinions. He ended by demanding that other party leaders openly discard their own views, admit that they had been wrong, and support his so-called General Line. When the decade drew to a close, free debate in the Communist Party was over.

What made all this particularly suggestive of a religious turn in Marxism-Leninism is that deviating party leaders were not only expected to go through the motions, but also to ‘capitulate’ inwardly. The leader demanded faith in his General Line and in the positions defined by him. They had to ‘believe’, verit’. The greatest sin in his book was neverie, lack of faith. Stalin actually used the term ‘sin’ (grekh), a term ordinarily reserved for violations of God’s rulings, to take party leaders who exhibited less than perfect belief to task. Thus, the inner-party struggle came to be defined as a struggle between believers and those guilty of the sin of disbelief; which is to say that it began disturbingly to resemble the Orthodox treatment of heresies.

We must not make the lazy assumption that all this was mere rhetoric on Stalin’s part. As far as this can be established at all, the leader spoke from the heart. But, again, that he made use of this kind of religious terminology must be seen in perspective.

In practice, Stalin’s autocratic imposition of faith meant that it was no longer held acceptable for party leaders loyally to carry out the General Line while having private reservations about it. They had to be sure in their hearts. Stalin was at his most insistent during the discussion about ‘socialism in one country’, the queen of his policy formulas. The point was, he explained, that without actually believing that socialism could be built in an isolated Soviet Russia, the party leaders could never develop the uverennost’, the confidence and certitude, they needed to lead the people in the process of socialist reconstruction. No victory without faith. In other words, faith was a device to create unified, confident and inspirational leadership.
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But there was a further and more fundamental mechanism at play here. Societies that sacralise their goals, as both the Orthodox church and the Stalinist party did, naturally tend to veneration of the doctrines and principles they avow. They display a very strong unitary impulse. It is almost a matter of definition that the sacred allows no deviations: it is that which cannot be touched. Compulsion of faith follows. The most fundamental reason why Stalin used the term ‘sin’ is because, in his eyes, rivalling interpretations of Marxism amounted to a violation of a set of principles that he considered sacrosanct.

Then again, Stalinist coercion of faith was of a very different quality than the unity of faith the Orthodox church offered. Put very simply, Stalin demanded faith and understanding, not faith alone. In Orthodoxy, faith is the basis on which the whole belief system rests. But nothing could be further from Stalin’s mind than that. The reason he believed he was in a position to impose faith on his party comrades in the first place, was precisely because his policy formulas were not unverifiable assumptions based on faith, but rested, to his own satisfaction, on evidence and realistic argumentation and were verifiable at the hand of policy results.

In his own understanding, Stalin imposed faith but not blind faith. In the case of the masses, blind faith was, unfortunately, the best one could hope for, but the cadres would have to understand. To be sure, his Marxist cadres would have to believe what they were told, but they would also have to understand what they were required to believe. Blind faith threatened the socialist project with imminent collapse.75

In the course of the 1930s, the dictator became increasingly anxious about the low levels of Marxist knowledge among the party’s leading officials. His anxiety reached a climax in 1938, at the appearance of the Short Course of the History of the All-Union Communist Party (bolsheviks), edited by him. In three major speeches, the leader hammered on the absolute need for the party cadres to assimilate Marxist knowledge. The main function of the new party history was to help them to raise their Marxist level.76 The evidential basis Stalin offered to substantiate his policy formulas was, of course, extremely poor and his style of argumentation was atrocious. But that did not turn these formulas into articles of faith epistemologically comparable to the mystery of the Holy Trinity.

Next to the masses and the party cadres, academia was another section of Soviet society that had to deal with Stalin’s interventions. At a 27 December 1929 conference of Marxist agricultural scientists, the leader fired away at a number of theories pertaining to agricultural policies. The speech served to remove these theories, condemned by Stalin as bourgeois, to the taboo sphere.77 Philosophical debate, he explained at a meeting of the Party Bureau of the Department of Philosophy and the Natural Sciences of the Institute of Red Professors the next year, required soundly to ‘beat [bit]’ the opponent.78 In 1931 there followed Stalin’s famous intervention with the historical journal Proletarskaia revoliutsiia, when he ordered a halt to a discussion about Lenin’s pre-war attitudes towards the
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German social-democrats’ supposed deviations from Marxism. The leader decreed that ‘Lenin’s bolshevism’ must be treated as an ‘axiom’.\textsuperscript{79} Stalin wrote in so many words that this issue was henceforth no longer allowed either to be discussed or to be checked against available archival evidence.\textsuperscript{80}

In depriving them of the right to discuss ‘Lenin’s bolshevism’, as well as to check the idea against the facts, Stalin left historians with only one option: to believe it blindly – on faith. The Soviet leader was effectively setting up ‘Lenin’s bolshevism’ as a dogma. It became normal practice to refer to Marx’s, Engels’s, Lenin’s or Stalin’s own pronouncements to prove a case. Without admitting it, Stalin seemed to be uploading the idea of infallible dogmas into Soviet academia.

But was he, really? There is something very odd about the way Stalin introduced the term axiom in his ferocious \textit{Proletarskaia revoliutsiia} article. An axiom is something considered evident enough not to require proof. But Stalin was far from assuming that ‘Lenin’s bolshevism’ could not, or even need not, be proved. He devoted a large part of the article to doing just that, by adducing the leader’s record of struggle against German opportunists.\textsuperscript{81} In other words, his new ‘axiom’ was not regarded as beyond empirical testing – it was just no longer allowed to be tested (by others). Verification and debate were suspended rather than being denied on principle.

We can almost sympathise with Stalin’s predicament. The Great Dictator wanted to impose the views that he considered sacrosanct on those around him and to stop anyone from contradicting him; but as Russia’s ruler and chief executive of the project of communist construction, he was not completely free to do so. History writing under Stalin became formulaic and schematic and it abounded with deliberate omissions and falsifications. But Stalinist historians could not at one and the same time be pretending to write about the real world, and feed their readership on a diet of pure mythology. Effective propaganda, which is what Stalin’s historians were supposed to provide, required that a minimum degree of truthfulness was preserved even in the most laudatory cult texts. Stalin’s innerworldly mission made it impossible for him to ignore scientific procedures altogether.

Stalin just could not afford to let the sciences be overgrown by axioms and ideological fantasies to the point of becoming ineffective. Trofim Lysenko’s 1948 triumph over the geneticists was the most notorious instance of a fantasy trumping sound knowledge. Genetics struck Stalin as so much ‘mysticism’ and ‘mystery’, and therefore as ineffective.\textsuperscript{82} Lysenkoism, he thought, promised better results in boosting agricultural production, which is why he lent the ambitious plant breeder a helping hand. However, significantly, when Lysenko failed to deliver results, in 1951–1952 Stalin began to reconsider his support for him.\textsuperscript{83} The fact that relativity theory and quantum mechanics were essential in
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producing an atomic bomb most likely played a role in the Soviet authorities’ decision to cancel a 1949 conference planned to subject these theories to philosophical critique.84

During the last years of his life, Stalin became increasingly anxious that scientific debate was stifled too much. Between 1947 and 1952 six science discussions, extensively analysed in the works of Ethan Pollock, Nikolai Krementsov and Alexei Kojevnikov, rocked Soviet academia.85 In June 1950 Stalin famously turned against the ‘Arakcheev regime’ that had been established in linguistics in order to defend a monopoly position for the theories of Nikolai Marr. Thundered the leader: ‘no science can develop and thrive without the struggle of opinions and freedom of critique.’86

Predictably, Stalin never allowed any really free scientific debate to emerge. The schools and positions he preferred remained leading and untouchable. But he did accept that it was inevitable for at least some channels of relatively free academic discussion to be reopened. The alternative was for Marxism and the sciences to become too calcified to be of any practical use for Soviet technical, economic and political development. That was something Stalin could not afford to allow to happen.87

Stalin’s pragmatic temper made it impossible for him to allow the Soviet sciences to spiral away into fantasy and faith. In the end, practical results counted, which is why he had no other choice but to see to it that evidence-based science was preserved to a significant degree. Fantasy and faith made many serious inroads into the Soviet sciences, and great harm was done, but the groundworks of factual substantiation were preserved. Rather than turning into a pure faith-based system, Stalin’s hybrid Marxism always preserved a balance of faith and evidence.

Conclusion

The attractiveness of the PRT rests on the undeniable fact that ideological systems such as Stalinism spawn a whole universe of sacralisation and ritualisation. The leader, the party, the class, the doctrine are made sacrosanct. They are set apart from the ordinary world to be revered through ritual. To deny that there is something religious about this seems counterintuitive. But there is a fatal flaw at the heart of the PRT: whereas Stalinism’s sacralising proclivities allow the conclusion that it shares something very essential with religions, it does not follow logically that it can therefore be regarded as some kind of religious phenomenon. The Achilles’ heel of the PRT is its assumption that sacralisation gives us religion.

Modern heroic leaders are made subject to sacralisation and are being adulated in the most excessive ways, but they are mostly not endowed with miraculous, supernatural powers. Sacralisation remains innerworldly. For all the magnificent rhetorical flourish of the praise they received, the heroes of Stalinism – from Karl Marx to Joseph Stalin himself and his comrades-in-arms – were framed as no more than particularly excellent, courageous and insightful people. They couldn’t compare to the miracle-working saints, let alone to gods. This is enough to reject classification of Stalinism as a political religion:

84See Pollock, op. cit., pp. 91–93.
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without deifying the political it makes no sense to speak of a religion of the political. Sacralisation doesn’t do the trick.

The second point I have been trying to make in this article is that all this is not a mere matter of definition. Whether a system practises sacralisation of the heroic, innerworldly or of the religious, transcendental type matters. It makes all the difference in the world for the kind of rituals that it spawns and for the epistemological structure of its belief system. The PRT takes insufficient account of such differences.

The heroic ritual landscape differs fundamentally from the religious. Stalin’s leadership was underscored by loyalty rituals, but the prayer and liturgical rituals of communion that were at the heart of Orthodoxy, and the churches to come with them, were missing altogether. Rituals of communion, the type that dominates Orthodoxy, rest on the assumption that higher powers not materially present can be actually accessed through symbolic acts. Stalinism lacked the transcendental metaphysical basis credibly to recreate a secularised version of such rituals. Stalinist loyalty rituals were not about communion but about public allegiance.

The difference is thrown into starker relief when we realise that, whereas rituals of communion can very well be performed without any witnesses present, in a purely private ceremony, this would make no sense whatsoever in a Stalinist context. The very idea of a private ritual was alien to Stalinism. Loyalty rituals must always be performed in public, for that is what they are all about.

Finally, Stalinist heroism was importantly faith-based, in that it sported a utopian goal completely outside the realm of the possible, resting, really, on hope and longing, and which generated a spirit of dedication and sacrifice quite comparable to the religious spirit. Also, Stalinist doctrine was declared sacrosanct and made untouchable. Faith became compulsory and dissidence was persecuted. But the Stalinist belief system was never allowed completely to denature into faith and to turn into mystery. To ensure the success of their this-worldly transformative mission, heroic belief systems must preserve a substantial component of evidence-based realism. They must combine their faith-based ideal with an evidence-based effort, which effectively prevents them from taking the religious turn.
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